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introducing population education in the school curriculum and the way
this need is perceived by family planning leaders and educators, the
discussion is largely focused on two questions: 1) potential content
and scope of population education; and, 2) strategies in developing a
program. Content and scope are delineated by a few general
statements, but the author suggests that each country will need to
develop its own specification within the general dimension. Several
steps in the development of strategies are listed and discussed: 1)

determination of the scope and general objectives ot the population
education program (for Thailand); 2) establishment of an
organizational uni_ or units responsible for providing leadership for
the development of population education; 3) assessment of the
personnel requirements; 4) development of a general plan of
procedure; 5) development of arrangements for keeping informed about

Population education activities in other countries; and, 6)
determination of financial resouraes needed and identification of
sources of such support. (Author/JLB)
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A POPULATION EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THAILAND

SLOAN R. ITAYLAND

Within the past three years education leaders in many countrieS have held

national seminars such as this one in Thailand to make plans for the develop-.

meat of population education in their Countries. Among the-countries which

have taken this action are India, Indonesia Philippines, Colombia, Chile and

the United States. At least 18 countries have initiated Some tyPe of action

in the development of population education programs. During this same period

of time, Unesco has beun to develop a prograM in population education. A

regional Unesco workshop for Southeast A-ia was held in Bangkok in September, .

1970 and a regional consultation for South America was held in Santiago, Chile

shOrtly after that time'.

This development of population education pro&-ms is a yery specialevent

in the history of education movements, Within a reativelyshort Span of time.IT

educatora in a number of:coUntries,Of different regions'with:quite different

cultural histories have initiated action in this nem curriculum area.

actions have been Initiated in spite of the

for this curriculum innovation was availabl

development of population education is

These

fact that ho weJ daVeloped.model"

ofTr theAnother special feature

thet the major advances are being made

in the less developed c-luntries. Very limitecl aLGion IL, occurring in Europe

and work has only recently begun in the United States.

Many factors have :.,ead education leaders in these different.countries to

In the developing countries the''repid

decline $:)f the death rate, and particularly the infant mortality rate, without a

correeponding decline in-the birth rate has resulted a Very'rep d rate of.

increaSe:in POpulation, :With .theexPansiOn ththe numbers at the-young:age
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levels, the prospect for even mare rapid growth is built into the population

structure. In addition, further reductions in the death rates may be exrected

in most countries with the conSeguence that the rate of growth will be further

accelerated.

The result of the sharp decline in the death rate has been a rapid and

sustained increase in population unparalleled in modern history. There is a

tragic irony in this development. The sharp decline in the death rate represents

successful attainment of new national goals in the provision of health services

and this very success creates a situation which threatens the attainment of other

important national goals. Even the maintenance and further extension of health

services becomes a serioue problem as more and more people are seeking service

and at a higher level.

The awareness of the impact of rapid population growth on socio-economic

development has lead many nations amund the world to initiate programs to effect

reduction in the rates of growth. The major docne of such programs has been the

provision of family planning services to the potential conceptors particularly

those already interested in avoiding additional pregnancies. As programs have

matured, efforts have been.made to motivate other sectors of the population to

adopt fnmily Plannthg:

NatiOnal family planning,leaders have alsb come to appieCiate the long lead'

time peCesSary to:effec.t.eignificant changes in the rate of -21owth and, have

recOgnized the fact that eaCh year a new cohort of yOung people iilove into the

age Of reProduCtiOn 'adding tO-the pdtantiaIyPoPult*tio4 to 130 reiachad,., This htis

lead Sonic ofthese leaders to become interested in the development of school,pro-,

grams for young people as they are moving to adulthood. For the family planning

-specialist, this schpOl Programas well as programs for out-of-school youth I

Seen as a part Cf:-,Comprahensive aPprOach.



Bases for Educator's Interest in PopulatIon Education

Professional educetors have become increasingly sensitive to the significance

of population growth for two somewhat different reasons. Educational systems are

particularly affected by rapid population growth since the absolute number and

proportion of s?hool age young people in the population increases even more

rapidly than the other age levels. The aspirations to provide universal educa-

tion and to extend the number of years in which young people stay in school is

difficult enough to attain even if the base number to be served is stable. With

rapid increases in this base, the problem 7 !comes overwhelming. Education is

already a major item in any national budget but increased proportions of the

budget need to be allocated simply to maintain the same relative level of

service to the eligible population. In a number of countries, t'ne absolute

numbers not being reached by the educational system has increased even though

the number being served has increased significantly. One consequence is that

on a world basis the absolute number of illiterates has increased by over

30,000 000 during the past decade in spite of enormous expansion of the educa-

tion systems around the -wca.ld. The professional goals of educators are made

extrenely difficult to attain because of th population factor an'

increasingly aware of this fact'.

The second reason that educators are expressing interest in the population

Phenomena iF their'interest in 'developing curricula which deal with the areas

of human experience Which are of great importance. 1.ihenaprobIer is seen o

be of such importance that a special national program is developed to meet it,

as in Thailand, it is evident that the eduOatOrs need to consider how they can

give appropriate attention to the: problem._

At this point.it Should be clear that the interests of the professional

educabOr and thoSe of the'Family Planning.leaders in populaticin OducatiOn may

,

not fully'cOincide.- FePily planning programs 6Xe',action-PrOgramS inVolving-



provisions of services, and the use oi various means including mass media to

encourage the people to take advantage of this service. Family planning leaders

would like the various institutions of the society to act in such a way as to

create a favorable climate of attitudes and opinions in support of family

planning. Specifically family planning leaders would like the schools to

make their contribution to the objectives of family planning.

The professional educator on the other hand views his task as being different

from that of an action agency. The function of the school system is to educate

and any new program which the school system accepts must be in tune with this

basic purpose. And therefore the educator is not likely to be interested in

using the structure of the school system as a means to indoctrinate or propa-

gandize or motivate students to a predetermined point of view.

Thus, both the professional educator and the family planning leader may be

very much interested in the population problems and may find mays to work together

in a cooperative fashion but the approach and contribution of ^nOl'' m ;be quite

distinctive. One basic pu,21,,,,,c ol a ..-).erence such as this is to provide a

setting in which the special problems and interests ,of the educator can be

explored and a program plan developed which will fullyirecognize the spec Lel

function of ed cation in the society.

to view the problem essentially-ad a. prPpo el:I.or-cUrriculUm,Charige.

When a .change in the curriculum content is being considered by profes17ional

educators a series of basic questions must be raised including the follo-.Jing;

Why should the new content be congidered for inclus:I.on in

the school aarriculum?

Jihat aspects of the full range .of potential content of

the new field are appropriate for a particular educe-
,



;. What chanc,ec in the existing lectures of the education

cystem would have to be made to establish the pe,, pro-

gram or emphasis on a sound and continuing basis?

2;. Are the expected outcomes from the changes commensurate

with the investment of time personnel and resources

which would be required for successful introduction?

5. What is the series of steps which would need to be taken

in order to introduce the change?

6. Are the resources and personnel needed to effect the change

through the different stages of the introduction available or

can they be made available?

The discussion whiCh follows will be largely focussed on two of these six

questions: the second question which is concerned with the possible content of

a population education program and the fifth which deals with the strategies

for in_oducing population education. The first question has been considered

in Part in the introductory v:Iction of the paper, and some aspects of the other

questions will receive attention in the discussion of ,question

,

Scope. of Population Zducation

The delineatiOn.of the potentiaLcontent of a program of pdpulation educatidn'-

s a fundamental problem and presents some special problems for professional

educators. Population education is

emerged in the past six years and is

educational activitie3

with population issues.

.c1 Young PeoPle

an essentially new curriculum area which has

used as a phrase to refer to all the various

dealing directly_or indirctlyHin the forMal school.sYstem

The latiLeie purpo e of the educational activities is.to

In schOols to understand the potential significice of population

.

factors for their own lives and for the family, nation and for the world in

general and to develop values and attitudes based on this-understanding.



Since the term population has been frequently used by educators GID refer

to an academic discipline usually taught at the university level in economics

or sociology departments, it is understandable that many educators as well as

others have assumed that population education is being used to mean either such

advanced studies or an abridged and simplified form of such studies for use on

the lower levels of the school system. This is an erroneous assumption.

It is true that population education must draw upon the concepts, methods,

and findings of the academic discipline of population or demography. However,

other academic disciplines such as economics, sociology, geography, ecology,

biology, political science, and philosophy are sources of relevant concepts and

findings. In this sense a comprehensive program of population education is

inherdiciplinary regardless of whether the appropriate attention is given

wihin the current subject course in social and natural science or as separate

units.or courses.

In the very nature of the case no definition of population education can

be given which goes very far beyond. the general statements above. Each country

of necessity will need to develdp its own program and in this sense its own

specification within the,general dikensions- .Each country faces the poPulation
.

issue in a somewhat different term, and each eduCation sYsteii ha.:S its own specific
,

educational goals within a general framework which it may share at least in part

with other countries. Since the knowledge base regarding demography and other

areas on which a program must be built is in a measure -pecific to.-that eountrY

the .content pf the prograM of.each.country -will be different. Finally, the

prevailing cultural values and national goals which set a. framework for any

For:the reasonseited 00Ve eVerY.Poptile:O.On_edi.igatiOn.Programill'be
-
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a degree, specific bo that country. Attention may be fruitfully given to bhe

approaches used, in other countries, particularly thocc sharing common values

end traditions. However the new curriculum area of population educaion differs

from other curriculum innovations in that no well developed model exists which

may be adapted for use in a particular country as has been the case for such'

fields as mathematics or physics.

view of this definition of the problem it is assumed that the curriculum

specialists who are responsible for the content of the school programs should

work closely with the various specialists in demography, behavioral sciences,

biologists, national planning, and family planning to work out the content

which is appropriate for the school system. This will be considered again as

the general steps for setting up a program are considered below.

Strategies for introducing Population Educmtion

The second principal question to be considered here is that of the strategy

which the professional educators

. use

and their colleagues in other Ministries will

n the development.of!a program in 'population education. It hes been

emphasized that pOpUletion edudetion should.be considered..es,a tUrritillum

innovation and that the strategies used for other innovations maY be appropriate

in this instance.

'There are .soime spetial dimensions to this innovation which Will .need' to be

taken into account. This is e new field for school curriculum without good

models available; it is potentially controversial; trained leadership for this

field maY not be isavailable; it interdisciplinary in content; and the integration

of. the. content 'with existirig'subjePt areas at various grade leVels may Pose same

difficult problems.



The convening of this national seminar is an important first step. It is

to be hoped that educational leaders will become more informed about the population

issue as it affects Thailand, will come to appreciate the potential value of a

population education program for the young people of Thailand and vill give

serious consideration to the formulations of a set of recommendations for

implementation of a program.

In the development of the strategies to be followed in establishing a program

of population education a number of different steps will need to be taken. Some

of these are listed below and are discussed briefly.

1. Determination of the scope and general-objectives of the population

educatioa program for Thailand: A major first step in the development of a

program is a preliminary formulation of the general educational objectives of

the program. In an earlier section a general framework for the consideration

of otjectives was briefly discussed. A more detailed discussion of possible

goals may be found in my paper entitled "Issues and Problems in Introducing

Population Education," and in the Unesco publication Population and Family

Education, which is a report on an Asian regional workshop held in Bangkok in

September 1971.

The primary responsibility for the formulation of these objectives must rest

with the Minisry of Education. Suel objectives should be considered in the

context oi the general goals for education in Thailand aad any program which is

proposed must be pedagogically sound. Although the primary responsibility may

rest with the Ministry of Education the competence and experience of others

should be fully recognized end utilized. This would include specialists from

the Ministry of Health, public health education specialists, population experts,

national Planning specialists, behavioral scientists, natural scientists, and

perhaps others.
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The relationship of population education to other curriculum areas now

inr ded in the education system and ot.her possible subjects not now included

must be given serious attention. One issue which has arisen in a number of

countries is the relationship of population education to such subjects as

health education, family life education and sex education. When the subject

f population education is first mentioned to some educators the erroneous

assumption is made that the term population education is a synonym for one of

these subject areas. It should be clearly understoOd that population education

has its own objectives, concepts and content just as each of these others has

its own objectives and content. At some points, certain population education

concepts and content may also be appropriate for other subjedt arae. The

curriculum developers will need to take this into account as they b ild the

program.

In sOme dountries, speeialists in health education family life education .

or sex edueaticave.MPted tO:advandetheir own legitimate goals by

aSsoeiating themmelvea -with the population education movement. S.:Ice,phis can

;Lead to confusion in the minds of policy makers and the public, it is imPortant

that each of these, subjeCt rireas'be seen'as a distinctive candidat`e'for attentiOn'

in the school curriculum.

2. Establishment of an organizational unir units responsible for pro-

viding leadership for the developwent of population education: The location of

the responsibility for population education in a special unit or units in the

Ministry of 'Education is an important s.ep in the develcpment of an effective

program. In India, such a unit was created in the National Council of

Educational Research and Training and in the Philippines the unit was located

in'the Bureau of publie Instruction:

members:assigned to these Ortits Were
,

'Ineach of theseA.nstanCes, the staff
_

experienced edUcational leaders who have
. e
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been ass.cd to focus their attention on the various types of actions which need

to be baken to organize and implement a program. They have utilized resources

available in the universities and in other Del.:nistries as well as, on occasion,

specialists provided by Unesco and other international agencies and organizations.

A formally constituted advisory group to such a unit may be useful. This

would insure that the experience and resources of the various Ministries and

other agencies are readily available. In the Philippines, the Population

Commission as an inter-departmental agency has in a measure served this purpose.

A problem which has arisen in a Lumber of countries is the clarification of

the role of the government agency responsible for family planning; usually the

Ministry of Health in reference to population education. The problem has arisen

because in many instances the initial stimulus for population education has .come

froM the family planning specialists. This has sometimes taken the form of

initial program development through the school health education personnel who

are located in the Ministry of Health.

When the Ministry of Education begins to take over the responsibility of

developing a comprehensive program of population education, this means that the

Ministry of Health has td reconsider its role. This may create some diificulty

since the Ministry of Health may nob find it easy to accept a new role. It is

clear Ghat the Mlnistry of Education should have the central responsibility for

population education but it shoUld see'.<: effective ways to utilize such interest

and expertice ae may have been developed in the Ministry of Health.

3. Assessment of the personn 1 requirements for the develoPment

,

program: -Since-population education is,a nem subject area,_ combetent personne
,

to provide,leadership and technical expertiSe is likely to be a major problem.

This problem issbeinw,met-in MOst'eciuntries.by identifying matUre and experienced
,



educators i.jhj he educational system who are interented in developing competence

in this new subject area. Thiv, does not necessarily mean that they need to embark

on a long term training program. For staff members of this caliber, an in-service

program can be worked out utilizing the resources within the country. Chort term

visits to several countries in the region may be useful. Foreign experts may also

be called upon for short term consultation to assist in the training.

As the program develops, additional personnel needs will arise. In GO far

as the needs can be anticipated, special training programs within the country

should be instituted. It is also likely that one to three months workshops on

a regional basis will be sponsored in the years ahead by Unesco or other inter-

national agencies.

14. Development .61 a general plan of...procedure: A long range Master plan fOr

establishing a population education program should he Iormulatcd relatively early.

This will involve a number of decisions based on part of the general objectives

referred to above and in part on prior experience in making curriculum innovations.

Two somewhat different approaches to curriculum innovation may be identified.

In one approach, competent-specialists in the central Ministry of Education,

after,careful study of_ a prOPOSed change,-aseumeS the responsibilityof developing

the new curriculum including the.formulation of new Syllabi And-perhaps the new

instructional' Materials, required. ,These are subMitted to the educational

aUthorities for review. After reView and revision, they'are officially approved

and become a part of the national educational program.

the Ministry of Education to. insure that this new curriculum

This may involve production:of, instructional mates -as, changes_in the pre-service

eduCation,,Of.teaehers,and p2ovision of,in-service education for_teachers-and

-Supervisors.
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Over time, the Zield experience is evaluated and revisions are made in the

mIrriculum at points deemed necessary. These revisions may be based on systematic

rsearch, on reports from supervisors or recommendations from conferences of

teachers called for this purpose.

A second approach differs from the first in its reliance on pilot projects

as a prelude to the general adoption of a new curriculum. In this approach, the

aew curriculum is developed by specialists a-16 tested out in carefully selected

se'Aings. Teachers in these schools re Lye whatever special training is judged

to be needed and tb,_ results of the pilot s- zdy are assessed. If the pilot pro-

jct seems to be generally successful, the minor changes indicated are made, and

the curriculum innovation is then adopted for implementation on a national basis.

be

tale.pilot,project preyed be Unsuccessful, a new set of._pilot projectsmight
_

carried out.before the new curriculum is accepted for use on a national basiS.

Ja, decision as to which of these two approaches, or perhaps Some' other apProach

s crUCial since assignment of personnel.and the alloca:.ion of resources depend

Ora the approach which' is used. Past experience in intrOducing innovations may be

4.useful guide but the,special character of this innovatiOn Should be taken into

acCoUnt.

Eome decision needs to be reached at an early stage as to the role ,which

researCh is to play ih the.general plan Theredre "potentially;four 'types Of

research problems to be Considered. ;TO e0Ch instance, the researcher maY Collect

- _

and interpret research already done or may-Want to initiate new research.

,One problem is basic;research into, cultural practices.and'values- related tPH:

-.1.)01?0,4tion, This maydeal-with such qUestions as'the cultUral meaning of size of
- .

lazily, values associated with male and female children, proper age of marriage,

Eind 5;alues associated with rate- 'Of- 'g.t-o-vrth of VillegeS andi of the-. nation .
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Another problem area for further research is the area of population dynamics.

An assessMent of the adequacy of the knowledge base relevant for the school

curriculum needs to be made so that the gaps can be filled.

A third problem area is the current state of knovl and attitudes held

by students and teachers. As in any curriculum developme_ t .yl-o'ect, it is useful

to no'i what students know and believe as a basis for sele_Itlx of f rriCulum

content. The knowledge and attitudes of teachers is impor: '-)oth iri terms of

assessing the need for in-service education and in determininE to what extent

prevailing attitudes may aid or hinder the aCceptance of the f

The fourth problem area for research is the systematic e-Iluati.cn of programs

which are implemented. Research in this area is difficult as in mucn educational

research because of the time gap betWeen instruction and ultimate behavior

patterns of a generation of,students. Inaddition, the time gap permits

additional sources of influence to intervene.

These different research areas ;re within the area of competence of' scholars

in universities and research institutes. Assistance from research specialists

in the settings can be obtained so that a special research unit need not be

established for poPulation education.

Anetherelementinthegeneral_plan is that of the priority,to,be-given to

aifferent sections' of,the school.population., It is 'clear thaecontent.appropriate

..for 411 grade leyels" could .b7.:46)-felo.o.ed..
Howevery.adeciion_must be reacho

aS to whether major attent on will be given to particular grade levels-. The

"diffidUlties in providing meaning:Cul content to' orimary.age students is apparent.

However, the drop put Tate is,sueh,that failure to reach, this group in some' degree

-Toses

There is alSo 4 ,questit,n of' immediate prioritiesas against long,range plans.



For exaaple, initial attention might be given to secondary students or to middle

school students and then at a later date other levelS could be included. At

the teacher education level, there is the dual task of providing genel education

to all teachers concerning population issues and the more specific tar' of

preparation of some students for ther role as classroom teacher of pldk dation

education. The preparation, of teacher trainers is still another elemen; to be

included in the general plan.

Another basic problem is the Ocision as to whether the content is to be

integrated into the current subjects at the various grade levels or taught as

separate units or courses at selected grade levels . tducators are generally in

agreement that the curriculum is already over-eroWdecland to a new eourse at:

severaI grades would be possible only if SOMR courses now taught are eliminated

are given a shorter time allocation. This ma,3, be Possible but it poses

serious political problems for educational leaders. One advantage of this

approach is that the training of teachers is more easily managed and ia addition

more systematic development of content is possible.

Most countries are choosing the infusion or integration pattern. This

involves a careful review of the eXiSting syllabi to lOdate tile places where

concepts may be appropriately introduced in existing instructional units and

where new units may be substitutedfor existing units. The decision concerning

the separate courses or infusion is so basic that it should be made at a very

early stage.

5. Development,of arrangements for keeping informed about ulation education

acr;ivities in other countries:''It has been emPhasized that each country will of
I

= ,

necessity have to develop its dim approach to population education. However, the

experiences of other Countries, and particularlYthOie.With'siMilar.Cultartir-
,,,,
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characteristics may be instructive.

A survey of population education around the -world will soon be available

from The Population Council. This survey will be repeated from time to time.

The regional organization of Ministries of Education in Southeast Asia is another

useful mechanism- Special regional conferences may be sponsored from time to

time as a means of sharing experiences. The regional office of Unesco in

Bangkok is another source of information about activities in those countries

in the region. Field representatives of international agencies such as SIDA,

The Population Council., The Ford Foundation, the colombo Plan, and AID may also

be of assistance.

6. Determination of financial reSources needed and identifidation of sources

.t Such ..:_uPpOrt Population edUcation.:has 'become arr accepted prograMarea for:a,

number of international agencies and resources for the development of programs

s readily available. Unesco is encouraging Ministries of Education to slibmit

proposals. The United nations Fund fol7 Pop..11ation Activities has committed

it.elf to proviaing funds for population education either through Unesco or

directly to governments.

Bilateralaid is available from the United States Agency for International

Development (A1D) and the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA).

Private organizations with iiv;ernational programs, are'also providing assistance

in this area. Included in this group are The International Planned Parenthood

Federation, the Population Council, and The Ford Foundation.

The strain on national budgets to meet the bdsic goals of educational

systems is clearly recognized and the allocation of _extensive funds for

cUrriculum/AnnOvation from regular budgets is difficult to obtain. It is

in recog4tiphrof this, diffiC14PY t,hat the uq:04 dr4herP,orgrAnizations -ai-e
_
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prepared to assis n the initial phases of the development of population

education. The major costs are those -which come in the initial phases of the

innovation. When population education has been integrated intc the education

system, the allocation of special funds will no longer be needed.

Conclusion

Three major points have been considered in this presentation: (1) The need

for including population education in the school curriculum; (2) The potential

content and scope of population education; and (3) Strategies involed in

developing a population education program. No attention has been given to

programs for out-of-school youth or for adults. This is not because the e

groups should be ignored. Population education in the formal school system is

explicitly the response of one institution in the nation to the population issue.

Other institutions will need to work out the types of responses which are

appropriate for them.

Our experience in population education is too limiced at this stage to

permit a firm assessment of its contriblition to the school ago population. It

is clear however that all countries of the world are facing population problems

which are of serious public concern. Since the development of population

politiea iS a task which each' Country must face noW and in_the'future,'the

schoolr.SysteMS:have,:.at_the very leacrt, the responSibility::ofpreParingthe'

next, generation for this task. There is also a,good basis for believing that a

good Population prOram will contribute to the building'of a sOcial climate in

vhiCh indiViduals will be sensitive to the' perSonal and'social consequences cr!'

-their reprodu6tiyi behayior,




